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Key public health considerations:

1. Non-pharmaceutical measures (NPMs) such as physical distancing, masks, and vaccination are short-term, temporary, and readily reversible, while vaccines are long-term and permanent. NPMs are effective and widely acceptable, whereas vaccine acceptance is low and politically charged.

2. NPMs are supported by the public and have a proven track record of effectiveness in controlling the spread of infectious diseases. Vaccine acceptance is complex and influenced by factors such as trust, risk perception, and misinformation.

3. NPMs are used in combination to control the spread of infectious diseases, whereas vaccines are used as part of vaccination programs to control infectious diseases. NPMs are not a substitute for vaccines, and vaccines are not a substitute for NPMs.

4. NPMs are supported by the public and have a proven track record of effectiveness in controlling the spread of infectious diseases. Vaccine acceptance is complex and influenced by factors such as trust, risk perception, and misinformation.

5. NPMs are used in combination to control the spread of infectious diseases, whereas vaccines are used as part of vaccination programs to control infectious diseases. NPMs are not a substitute for vaccines, and vaccines are not a substitute for NPMs.
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